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Introduction

Context
In recent years, the IT landscape has been changing considerably. After an initial phase of
exploration, digital transformation is becoming the goal of every company and organization that
aims to survive in an increasingly growing market. Concepts, technologies and methods are
becoming commonplace and their adoption has been the challenge of the last decade. As if this
was not enough, the global crisis of 2020 has accelerated more than ever the need to adopt
technologies and skills that allow companies to invade the digital world and develop new
technological and business paradigms, thus trying to satisfy the consumer in increasingly
effective, efficient and innovative ways.

Mia-Academy
Mia-Academy was born to address this challenge.
Mia-Academy is a proven professional culture empowerment system, in which Agile methods are
taught and used.

Mia-Academy's goal is to make teams autonomous in the development of new
generation digital platforms.

The following document illustrates the training path for the Mia-Platform Dev Professional
certification, dedicated to those who want to develop microservices Architectures with
Mia-Platform.

Course goals
The course aims to train professionals with the necessary skills to use Mia-Platform Console and
all of its main features. Microservices creation and configuration will be explained and some
example plugins will be used to help understand the power of Marketplace, in terms of
Governance and Development boost.
CRUD service and CMS can be used to manipulate and control Data and to centralize the data
schema.
Orchestrating microservices is not always a simple task, to help do so the Mia-Platform Console
offers some functionalities like the Flow Manager, Pre/Post decorators and Proxies.
Finally the course will explore the Fast Data and its configuration on Mia-Platform Console.

Duration: 4 sessions of 3 hours + exam



Modules

Module 1: Introduction to Mia-Platform Console, microservices
creation and management
The first module gives an introduction to all the Mia-Platform Console sections, focusing on the
design and on microservices creation and configuration.
The lifecycle of the microservice will be explored, starting from creation, through deployment and
to monitoring. Features teams can create services from the Marketplace, where they can find
Example/Template or even pre-constructed Plugins like the function service.

● Introduction
■ Console introduction and overview
■ Git repo explanation

● Microservices
■ Marketplace presentation
■ Microservice creation
■ Route display
■ Microservice deploy
■ Adding new environment variables
■ How to modify a service
■ Invoke API from prod environment
■ Reading the logs
■ Pod Resources request and limit configuration
■ Pod health routing configuration
■ Scaling hpa

● API Authorization/Authentication
■ Authorization service flow
■ RBAC

Takeaways:
● Know how to create a custom service from the marketplace, configure, deploy and

monitor it
● Know how to expose an API on Mia-Platform
● Know how to protect your API with Mia-Platform build-in components



Module 2: Data Management
Data manipulation and management is a hard task to accomplish without a centralized tool that
became the Master of Data Schema. The CRUD service helps create a common schema and a
single point of access to data structure, the module will explore how to configure a CRUD and
how to expose it. Later on the File Service Plugin will be explored in order to have another
example of a useful plugin that helps manage Files.
Finally the module will explain how to add Category and Pages to the CMS, a backoffice used to
manipulate data directly from a web application.

● CRUD explanation
■ CRUD creation from Mia marketplace
■ Commit the changes
■ How to expose the endpoint of a CRUD
■ Deploy
■ GET / POST from the Portal API
■ PATCH
■ Encrypt data on Mongo with CRUD encryption feature

● File Service
■ CRUD Files creation
■ Endpoint / files-storage creation connected to the CRUD
■ Creation of Files Service service
■ Service configuration with MongoDB as bucket
■ Endpoint creation
■ Upload and download a file from Insomnia

● Backoffice - CMS
■ CMS demo
■ CMS configuration
■ Adding pages

Takeaways:
● Know how to create and expose a new CRUD
● Know how to create and configure File Service Plugin
● Know how to add a new Category and Page to CMS



Modulo 3: Orchestrators
Microservices helps features teams work and deploy independently but also add some
communication complexity. The third module will explore the Mia-Platform features that help
orchestrate microservices, starting from Pre/Post Decorators that help build a pipeline of
services. Later on Proxies will be explained, both external and cross-project ones. Then the
Module will cover the Cron Job section that helps create periodical jobs that run automatically on
the kubernetes cluster. Finally the Saga Pattern will be explained and a new Saga on the Flow
Manager plugin will be configured.

● micro-lc
■ Introduction to Micro Frontend architecture
■ Explain what micro-lc is and how to configure it

● Applications
■ Introduction to Application
■ Use case and capabilities

● Developer Portal/Backoffice
■ MicroLC/Application examples: Developer Portal, backoffice
■ What Developer Portal is and when you should use it

● Proxies
■ Proxy creation
■ Adding a secret key to the header
■ Endpoint creation
■ Deploy

● CronJobs
■ Scheduled CroneJob creation
■ Explain how to add configmap and mount env by taking values   from the

setup infrastructure
■ Deploy and wait for the test, show API Gateway log

● Flow Manager
■ Introduction to Saga Pattern
■ Flow Manager, saga and orchestrated microservices configuration
■ Flow Manager visualizer

Takeaway:
● Know what micro-lc is and when it can be used
● Know what an application is and when it can be used
● Know how to create a new External Proxy
● Know how to create and schedule a CronJob



● Know how to create and configure a new Saga on Flow Manager plugin

Module 4: Fast Data & Security
The last module will dive into Fast Data architecture and features and how the Mia-Platform
Console helps configure it. The lesson will cover the System of Record and Projections
configuration, the configuration of Single View Creator plugin and finally the exposition of Single
Views Endpoint. Finally a complete demo of the system will be run during the lesson
The last part of the module will explore the API Security functionalities offered by the
Mia-Platform Console.

● FastData
■ Theoretical overview Fast Data
■ Fast Data section on the console
■ Explanation of the sections
■ Hands-on demo of an existing project
■ Projection creation
■ Single Views creation
■ API exposure
■ Command management
■ Monitoring Fast Data with application

● Space for final questions

Takeaways:
● Know how to add and configure a new System of Record
● Know how to add and configure a new Projection
● Know how to add and configure a new Single View Creator
● Know how to protect an endpoint


